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CHAPTER 1
WELCOME TO MY WORLD

H

ello from Alysianah’s World of Star Citizen, home to
Causal Citizen and the Nightbus. Due to a variety of reallife conflicts and demands on my time, doing audio and producing
shows for YouTube have proven difficult when balanced against my
dream of being a published fiction author. Supporting all of these
efforts is tricky. I’m also an avid gamer and backer of Star Citizen
with no plans of bailing, so a new strategy has to be adopted.
WHY AN EBOOK?

I have more hobbies and goals than there are hours in a day. Where
possible, I prefer to have my guilty pleasures pull double-duty. And
Star Citizen, is certainly at the top of my guilty pleasures list. In
addition to working on my own fiction, I’m tinkering with selfpublishing tools on the Mac OS. This seemed like a perfect fit.

CHAPTER 2
NEW CONTENT CYCLE

I

n 2019, I’m preparing myself to start on a novel or at the very
least, finish any one of the manuscripts I have in play already.
To that end, I intend to spend more time writing fiction. However, I
don’t want to abandon my Star Citizen content. I get a lot of plea‐
sure from producing Causal Citizen and Nightbus. Unfortunately,
doing so requires a decent amount of time to write, record, edit and
produce the YouTube versions. I can pump out considerably more
written content than I would ever have the time to produce as
shows. And I don’t want to stop writing about Star Citizen simply
because I don’t have the time for the rest.
It’s Going to be a Compromise
To enable my writing goals and keep the shows alive, I’m going to
experiment with a 6-week show cycle that’s a combination of both
shows. I find myself wishing I’d never made the distinction in the
first place. As time allows, I’ll continue writing commentary,
discuss game mechanics, ships, my adventures, etc and advance one
of my two fiction series for this year. At the end of which, I’ll
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consolidate whatever I’ve written until that point into a show and
an eMagazine since the vast majority of my Star Citizen content
will be written in 2019.
For my fanfiction, I’ll be running two different series. The featured
series is Podcity, which will revolve around a specific set of main
characters. Sort of like the full season of a show. While Zora’s
Chronicles, which will focus on fictionalizing my adventures in the
Alpha. I hope followers will hang in there and enjoy the content
when it comes out.
Changes on Aly’s World
With star systems and player professions rolling out slower than I
imagined they would, we don’t have as much need, at present, for
star system information, jump point route planning or profession
related information about resources within each system. As many
of you know, digging into information about the planned star
systems, was the genesis of Aly’s World. Since then I’ve gone on to
explore other topics and write fiction, but the organization of the
site continued to revolve around my star map matrix.
For the time being, I’ve modified the home page and navigation to
share more space with lore, mechanics, game commentary and my
fanfiction. I've also created a dedicated area for Podcity that
includes bios for main characters as they're introduced. Stop by and
give it a read.
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Alpha 3.5 is out. The first episode of Inside Star Citizen was great.
Here’s hoping the game and its community of backers much happi‐
ness and success in the coming months.

CHAPTER 3
FINALLY, FEMALE AVATARS

As the 2018 roadmap progressed, I
became more vocal about the
absence of female characters. Yes, I
understand the technical challenges
and their desire to do it right.
Regardless, as a female backer, it did
become a thorn. I’m not a roleplayer
by any means. I am, however, strongly immersed when I play
MMOs, so my characters matters. If you backed Star Citizen for all
the planned content outside of ship combat and FPS, it’s still very
slim pickings to play-test on a regular basis. Not even having a char‐
acter to represent the gender you prefer playing, was simply
another ding. Alpha 3.5 ends the missing gender debate.

It’s a marvel how CIG can deliver the first
iteration of the female avatar in such a
stunning fashion.
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Is the female avatar bug-free? Of course not. The alterations of her
frame impacted all of the existing gear, her height vs. in-game assets
and such. For example, my Concierge Monocle sits up in her fore‐
head, I can’t see over packages when I’m carrying them and I can
tell I’m shorter when standing at the ship terminals. Regardless, the
quality of the female model can’t be denied. She looks feminine
and yes, even sexy. But it’s done in a respectful way.

For players such as myself, the character is as
important an element in game-play as every
other mechanic.

Combined with the DNA character customization, I was very
pleased with the outcome of my character. Finally walking through
the world as myself felt awesome and inspiring. I hope we get to a
point, sooner than later, where you can save the character like we
can our keybind profiles, to help persist them through wipes.

CHAPTER 4
AREA 18, LIKE COMING HOME

A

rea 18, originally introduced in the Social Module, was the
first lore location that supported multi-player interactions.
Sure, you could mess around in Freeflight but that was just an
empty space. Area 18 on the other hand, was a bonafide location
with content - shops, a bit of exploration and RP opportunities. It
was our first taste of seeing an area move from concept into a phys‐
ical location.

I spent many hours in Area 18 doing a whole lot of nothing and I
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enjoyed it. I watched the planes go by. I observed other players
running around. I danced and chatted inside G Loc. I used the map
hack to fly a Merlin around the skyline and visited the Million Mile
High Club. Again, I’m not a roleplayer. I consider my style one of
deep immersion. I’m me, living in that world, making choices that
match my value system, having adventures and making friends
along the way.

A tiny glimpse of what could be provided such
a visceral example of where that game was
headed, it sparked a lot of creativity.

Hanging around in Area 18
inspired me to write my first piece
of
Star
Citizen
fanfiction,
Bryony's Dilemma. I’ve missed
Area 18. It’s where I really started
bonding with the game beyond the
mechanics and ships. For me, visiting the location, now part of an
actual planet felt like coming home.
It was like taking a stroll through The Fifth Element. I was part of
Ghost in the Shell, patrolling the streets at night. Departing the
spaceport on an assignment in Blade Runner. They nailed it. Blew
it out of the water. Burst it out of the park.
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I considered Lorville impressive but the fact that I never visited it
again after seeing the new content because I find the train rides
annoying, had me a bit worried. I backed to be in space. Planetside
content doesn’t enamor me outside of the hero zones. I became a bit
concerned that if I felt so little interest in a place as impressive as
Lorville, damn, I’d probably wouldn’t bother with the cities at all.
What I realize now, is that I didn’t connect with that particular
environment. In the same way that like I don’t enjoy some cities or
neighborhoods, in real life - they simply don’t interest me enough to
make the effort to go back, some Star Citizen locations will be the
same.
I know that I will be hanging around in Area 18. Distance and all.
Shuttles and all, it will be my home base. I’ll simply refrain from
doing content that sends you back and forth a lot to avoid my nit
about using the shuttle during commercial transport. Experiencing
ArcCorp, I’m extra excited to see the other star systems with very
different aesthetics, wondering what I may enjoy even more.
Goodbye Port Olisar.

CHAPTER 5
STANTON 3.5 VISUALIZATION

A

s game development continues on the persistent universe,
more locations represented on the official ARK Starmap
move from concept to concrete implementations. As a backer who
loves the lore and details they’ve shared about the planned universe
we’ll be inhabiting, it’s exciting to see it come alive.

One of the daunting aspects of travel for new backers is know
where to locate places. They’re told things like, go to Security Post
Kareah. However, to locate it on the in game star map, you first
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have to know that it’s essentially a satellite of Cellin which is a
satellite of Crusader. The current iteration doesn’t support
searching for destinations. You have to already know the relation‐
ships. That’s a tall order for someone just arriving in the game.

As part of providing content to help players visualize the Star
Citizen universe, I created a high level map of Stanton with
descriptive information about the major entities. It also uses color
to help show what’s actually accessible versus a placemaker on the
horizon. You can download this visualization of Stanton which is
updated as of Alpha 3.5

CHAPTER 6
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ISSUE

T

rains in and of themselves are cool. However, when
interjected into transportation like professions, they’re bad. I
mean, really bad. There isn’t a courier or transportation service in
the world, that would have a driver disembark their utility vehicle
to hop on public transportation to complete a delivery. NONE.
Off-loading to a smaller utility vehicle is common. If we had to do
that, it would make perfect sense to me. You’re not going to land
your Hull E at Area 18. If you need to deliver a load there, you’ll
have to transfer the merchandise to a smaller ship before going
planetside. I’m good with that scenario. It’s extra steps, but it’s logi‐
cal. We all know commercial carriers redistribute merchandise
once it arrives at a warehousing facility. Items are regrouped into
smaller sensible routing clusters. However, that effort would not
include, “Hey, let's hop on this public train for the last leg of the
journey.” What??
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Some of the nit things we encounter in the game in the name of
realism make decisions such as not having terminals at the space‐
ports feel a bit crazy. Especially when these assets already exist for
mining, trade, and package delivery. The fact that they’re not
present in abundance, at the spaceports, is a huge oversight.

I’m all for trains, shuttles and the alike, as part of civilian life.
However, they have no place being part of the commercial process.
I hope this gets addressed soon. Being forced to ride a train after
landing my cargo ship just to get to a trading terminal is annoying
and detracts from the experience. The same holds true for selling
mined materials. We're essentially forced to use trains and shuttles
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merely to go interact with a terminal. Why? I'd like to pass on that,
please.

CHAPTER 7
RETHINKING THE RELIANT SERIES

I miss having an active MMO to play. More
than just enjoying a wide variety of
content, I miss the idle times. Logging in to
do brain-on-pause tasks or perch in a
favorite location to watch other players, all
the while soaking up the atmosphere. For a
variety of reasons, one being it’s still in
development, Star Citizen can’t consis‐
tently supply those moments yet. I consid‐
ered booting up an old MMO, but the
prospect didn't excite me. Instead, I logged
into the 3.4 Live to find something to do.
The Reliant's thin vertical profile in the third
person screams sci-fi.

Scrolling through my list of ships, the first criteria that came to
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mind was a great view. If I’m going to travel around in space to
relax, the cockpit vista is an essential component. Choosing
between the 600i and the Reliant, captaining the 91.5 meter 600i
felt overkill for my purposes. At 14.5 meters, you can’t beat the
view from the Reliant’s bubble canopy, the ship’s cockpit.

Ship on the launch pad and flight ready, I began my journey by
accepting a waste removal mission for the first time. The directions
have you visit two different locations and clear three waste
containers from each. From Port Olisar to Yela is a quick trip. Once
in the atmosphere, skimming over the terrain provides stunning
scenery. Performing the actual mission tasks was easy and
secondary to my motives. I fulfilled a couple of these maintenance
type missions then logged off.
During another session, I used Reliant’s small cargo bay to do spec‐
ulative trading. In doing so, I finally cracked how VerseMate, the
fan made commodities site, works. I don’t actually need the money.
Consequently, the small payload wasn’t a concern. Using Verse‐
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Mate, I planned an intentionally short-hop trade route. It was prof‐
itable but only just. My flight plan started at Port Olisar where I
purchased Medical supplies. From there, a quick ride to Benson on
Yela where I'd sell them the Medical supplies and buy Fluorine.
Lastly, fly back to Port Olisar to sell the Fluorine and start again.
Due to a bit of server instability and other random bugs, I wanted a
limited travel route that got me back to my home station often.
Non-Combat Reliant Trio
What I appreciated about flying the Reliant Kore was its simplicity.
It’s a small ship so getting in and out is hassle free. It’s fast with a
lovely view from the cockpit. It supports having a co-pilot seat for a
friend. With the extra spot, you can also participate in player gener‐
ated transport beacon requests. I enjoyed the restrained but
focused experience, perfect for some idle time.

My enjoyment of the Reliant Kore piqued my
interest in the Sen and Mako variants.

The Reliant Sen will be equipped to do science - whatever that’s
going to mean in Star Citizen, as well as exploration. The Reliant
Mako will be a media ship equipped with components to make it a
mobile broadcast vessel. Like a real-life news van, I think it would
be fun to capture video and images of the game and other players'
shenanigans.
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While I’m most excited about the robust professions and the intri‐
cacies of carrying them out aboard the larger ships in my fleet, time
and temperament won’t always make those an option. With the
Reliant Kore, Sen and Mako, I foresee being able to find enter‐
taining content in short bursts that can be done solo. My version of
flying over Goldshire to people watch. Heading to a favorite zone to
harvest resources. Dropping a fishing pole in a scenic location. I
had planned to melt the Kore. Instead, I picked up the Mako and
Sen to go with it, when 3.5 went Live.

RETHINKING THE RELIANT SERIES
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For more details about the Misc Reliant series,
you can take a look at a review I did when they
were first announced, Causal Citizen
Episode 18.

The ship has had its size increased since then and I believe the Sen
and Mako are getting a bed to accommodate longer excursions.

CHAPTER 8
STOP DESTROYING MY STUFF

I

think it’s long past time that Star Citizen’s persistent universe,
actually persisted all player earned assets. One of the founda‐
tional covenants between a player and a persistent universe is that
the game won’t lose my stuff or willfully destroy them. Star Citizen
continues to violate this fundamental convention by only saving the
contents of your ship when it gets stored.

I’m playing an online game, in an area called
the persistent universe, that doesn't keep
certain aspects of my activity until I reach a
golden checkpoint.

I’m not playing Super Mario. I’m not playing a single player RPG
with the ability to pause or explicitly save. If I’m not able to land
my ship at one of these golden checkpoints, the game disavows all
knowledge of my ship’s contents. Why?
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I'm not talking about a cup I brought on board. A teddy bear I
grabbed out of a habicube and put on the dash for grins. I would
understand continued inability to account for missions crates or
other similar objects hand-carried about the ship.

I’m most upset about assets that, at this point,
only the game can place and remove from my
ship.

It’s really egregious the persistent universe isn’t storing the fact that
those items, in particular, exist, the instant the game places them
there. Why does it only retain the fact that the items are there
when I store the ship?
So few of the planned features related to professions are available
in the Alpha, it’s frustrating to lose items related to the ones we do
have. It’s alpha where many many things can go wrong on the
game’s side of things. Why leave us at risk of consistently losing
progress because the ship hasn’t reached a checkpoint?

For me, the game itself is the biggest griefer. In
all this time, I’ve only lost a single payload to
combat.

The sad truth is that I’m always more concerned about the game
causing me to lose my payload than it being the result of PVP. All
of my cargo hauling losses are due to the game disappearing it.
Being disconnected, crashes, freezes and other unrecoverable inci‐
dents that require a player to restart the game, for me, result in
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considerably more instances of losing progress than PVP ever has.
It shouldn’t be this way.
This also goes for having to recover a ship that's lost in space
because of a disconnect or crash. Reclaiming it needs to stop
destroying the ship's inventory. It should be transported to you at a
cost that’s less and faster than, the replacement insurance. This
feature popped up on the ship console for a little while in the 3.5
PTU. Not sure why it disappeared.

What frustrates me beyond belief, however, is
the game continually breaking a fundamental
covenant between a player and a persistent
universe.

I can deal with wipes. I can deal with delays. I can pace myself and
enjoy what’s currently available even though, it doesn’t reflect any
of the professions I back yet. The game put it there, it should imme‐
diately have a record of it existing on my ship until it removes it or
the ship is compromised. Please stop destroying my shit.

CHAPTER 9
ZORA’S CHRONICLES

Sleight of Hand Part 1
Audio Version on SoundCloud

W

elcome to Zora’s chronicles, new serialized fiction series
set in the Star Citizen universe. This series is brought to
you by Alysianah Noire of Aly’s World of Star Citizen. Sit back,
relax and enjoy.

Ten thousand UEC per day. That’s how much Zora needed to earn
to keep her life on an even keel. Maintaining the Terrapin, her sole
source of income, was her first priority. Having a roof over her head
was second. More than a convenience, leasing an apartment helped
to eat on the cheap and eliminated renting storage space for the
crates of equipment she’d amassed over the years. Sure, it was a
tight fit squeezing it all in, and living in what amounted to a
cramped one-room mini-warehouse, but it worked.
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Zora had used the first few days after arriving on ArcCorp to settle
into her new life based out of Area 18. Today it was time to earn
real cash. Time to start making her daily quota before she ate up too
much of her rainy-day stash. She was determined that by hook or
crook she’d make a successful go of this.
Leaving the chaotic group, she’d been a member of the past three
years was a painful decision. Ultimately, Zora decided she wanted
to build an independent future. To her, it seemed contract work for
general purpose teams was drying up in Stanton. At critical mass,
the corporate-owned planets wanted you on their payroll and
under their thumb, especially on Hurston. In Stanton, you either
worked for a megacorp, earning slave wages you gave right back to
them for housing and upkeep, or you eked out a living working for
small contract brokers -- or worse. While the private brokers shelled
out higher pay and offered solo work with more flexibility, it was
served with a side order of uncertainty. As a freelancer, no one
owed you your next gig. Plus, some of the jobs were dubious at best.
At least you decided on your own if you wanted to partake or not.
Zora was prepared to do whatever it took to make this venture
successful. She was exhausted by group decisions, cliques, and infighting. Wanted more than being at the end of someone else’s
leash. She had her morals, scruples, and whatnot. Nevertheless,
she’d decided in advance, that they’d take second place if it came
down to it.
Lounging on her narrow and thinly padded bunk, Zora’s legs were
slung across a box she used as a nightstand. She had her mother's
liquid brown eyes. Her father's full lips, broad nose, and pecan
colored skin. Dense auburn coils with hints of red were piled high
on her head. She bit her lower lip. “Stop thinking about it,” she told
herself. “Parting on bad terms was their fault, not mine.” Tapping
on her mobiGlas, she grumbled, “I've got a right to leave if I
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wanna.” Although she tried to minimize it, having to sever contact
with the only so-called friends she had in the area stung.
Zora exhaled and returned to scanning through today’s job post‐
ings. She’d invested in a mobile Trade and Development Division
account that allowed her to apply for contracts directly on her
mobiGlas, a holographic tablet she wore on her wrist. There were
many low-pay listings readily available for captains with hoopty
ships. She’d have to string several of them together to make decent
money, which wasn’t ideal. It would take longer and cost more in
fuel. Besides, she had a capable ship to command. Her Anvil
Terrapin, shaped and built as tough as its namesake, was in excel‐
lent condition. She’d purchased a bit above her capabilities not
having experience in reconn or tactical exploration. For now, she’d
use it for what she knew and grow into the rest.
“Hmm,” she muttered to herself continuing to flip through the list‐
ings that only required minimal experience, “these can be back-ups.
Enough of ‘em that they’ll be around for a while. Let’s see if we can
kick the dust off something better.” Already dressed and ready to
roll, Zora wound her way through her haphazardly stacked crates
of gear and belongings to head out the door.

The sights and sounds of Area 18 assaulted her senses as she exited
the building. Brightly colored neon signs flickered. Holographic
billboards stood several stories high. Vendors selling from mobile
carts, the exotic aromas mingling together made her stomach whine
for a taste, as her mouth watered. Hover trams swooshing by at
regular intervals. Chattering pedestrians darting in every direction.
Zora blinked, took a deep breath, and luxuriated in the energy. She
was used to living in the oppressing black of deep space. Walking
scuffed gray passageways aboard aging utilitarian ships. Breathing
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dingy recycled air. While ArcCorp, as a company, wasn’t known
for caring about the local environment of their cities or how their
residents lived, they didn’t skimp on technology or easy access to
services. Sure, the buildings and residents were packed in like oiled
sardines, but there were very few things you couldn't lay your
hands on, one way or another around here. For some, this was slum‐
ming it. For Zora, it was a definitive step up.
“I could get used to this.” She smiled to herself as she meandered
her way toward Zone 1, her long confident gait, outpacing most
others. Her eyes greedily scanned the storefronts she passed. Casa‐
ba's fashionably dressed mannequins, in particular, caught her
attention. Having civilian clothing wasn't necessary, practical or a
priority living aboard a ship full time. Now... She looked at her
reflection in the oversized window pane.
She was decked out, head to toe, in her full set of Microid Desert
gear. Light and smooth as leather, the tan Microid fiber hugged
Zora's curves, fitting snugly over the flight suit. For extra protection,
she wore a light brown breastplate. A utility belt with extra ammu‐
nition and emergency supplies rested low on her hips. A khaki
green scarf covering her head was wrapped criss cross around her
neck and billowed out behind her. Her helmet, which would
conceal her face entirely, was propped under her left arm. All
combined, it was an odd outfit for walking around ArcCorp but
perfect camouflage when doing illegal salvage on the dusty,
windswept waste heaps of Hurston.
Zora tugged at the frayed edges of her neck scarf. Gazing at the
color coordinated top and pant sets displayed in the window, she
said, "Soon..." Turning away, "business first."
On her first tour of the area, she’d noticed several small contract
companies had offices along the passageway leading to Zone 1.
She’d also made a few discrete inquiries about opportunities before
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deciding on ArcCorp as a home base. She already had a profile of
her work experience, ship configuration and weapons expertise on
a few message boards. She’d even parted with the extra coins and
taken on the associated risk, of obtaining an account and security
token to access the dark web, a hub of local black market activity.
Doing the latter wasn't the sort of work she was after, but a girl
needed options in her hip pocket.
Just as Zora entered the passageway leading to Zone 1, an alert
sounded on her mobi. It was a job posting from BIT, Buggly Inde‐
pendent Transport. She stopped to read the details. “Damn, this
looks good,” she murmured, “but…” her voice trailed off.
During her search for possible clients, Zora had come across
Reggie, the owner of Buggly Independent Transport. BIT offered
short-hop conveyance work that required light combat experience.
Reggie didn’t intend for there to be trouble, but he wanted couriers
who could handle themselves in case it arrived. Pilots who can
think on their feet was how he’d phrased it. Zora had the impres‐
sion that while delivery was important, protecting the package was
the priority.
She hesitated, torn between checking in with the brokers right here,
who might not have anything versus racing off to BIT, who had a
job for sure. Zora scanned the windows along the dimly lit area.
She could see lights flickering in a couple of the brokers' offices.
“Shit.” She hadn’t planned on her first contract being with BIT, but
this new listing alert was among the highest paying. Could she scoff
at an 8K job offering sent out to a limited list of contractors? No,
she couldn’t. At the very least, she should check it out. “Let’s see
what’s up.” Zora made a U-turn and quickened her pace as she
headed back toward Buggly’s spot.
Buggly didn’t have an office. He had spots. Places you could find
him during certain times of the day. To know when and where, you
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had to have met him previously, and have been given a cipher to
decode his location which he artfully buried in his job postings.
Based on this one, Buggly was near the center of the Area 18 Plaza.
TO BE CONTINUED…

NEXT EPISODE: Zora takes a job from BIT and
things aren’t exactly as the seem

CHAPTER 10
TERRA STAR SYSTEM
VISUALIZATION

M

y featured fiction series for 2019 is Podcity, which takes
place in Terra. The story arc carries forward two charac‐
ters from my 2018 Nightbus Fiction Collective. As part of
preparing to write a short stories focused in that star system, I
produced a quick visualization to keep handy as a reference.

As part of research and blocking out stories within the Star Citizen
planned universe is easy access to what’s currently known. I don’t
feel compelled to be 100% compliant with the canon. However, I
do prefer to be accurate enough to avoid disconnects that will ring
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false to a reader. Having quick visuals with high level lore lets me
drop in tidbits to lend credibility to the story.

You may want to take a quick look if you become vested in the
series. My private version has my own custom locations and spoil‐
ers. ::SMILE:: You can download the Terra Star System Visualiza‐
tion here.

CHAPTER 11
PODCITY - THE FALLEN

Audio Version on SoundCloud

M

any see Terra Nova as the shining jewel of the United
Empire of Earth. For them, Sol and Earth represent a
ruined despotic past, Terra Nova, a progressive future. Despite the
limited access to planetside property, the star system’s population
has kept pace with its notoriety. A multitude of facilities float
between Terra III, called Terra, and the military occupied, Terra
IV, named Genn. Residential habitat rings, harvesting platforms,
rest stops, and utility stations punctuate the space between these
two planets. Like a spider’s web, the necessary trappings of
humanity swirl out from this nucleus to the system’s furthest
asteroid belt, Marisol. Beyond there, to the scantily habited
expanses surrounding the system’s Jump Points.

Podcity, in geostationary orbit around Gen, is constructed an equal
distance between the planet, and the outskirts of the Marisol
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asteroid belt. Six floors of circular habitat capsules, attached to a
central cylindrical core, Podcity floats as a bronze monolithic
bubbled tower. Double rows of environmentally secure hangars are
attached to the top and bottom of the structure, allowing occupants
easy access to their ships.
Gilles sat in Deluna, the Podcity pub located on the first level.
Being a sphere, it was circular with curved cushioned booths lining
the walls. The bar was in the center, surrounded by mismatched
bistro tables and chairs. Seated at his favorite booth, Gilles exam‐
ined his scotch and unconsciously drummed his fingers on the
scarred lacquer table. It was minutes away from closing time. He
was the last patron in the place. Like a soothing white noise, he
could hear Maggie, the pub’s co-owner, humming and clinking
glasses behind the bar as she cleaned.
He swirled the melting ice cube around in his glass. “Time to move
on,” he thought to himself and proceeded to down the remainder in
a single gulp. He was knocking the ice cube back and forth in the
empty glass when a shadow fell over him.
He looked up to see Maggie standing there, with her ever-present
smile in place. Streaked with light gray strands, her hair was in a
messy bun at the top of her head. An aging beauty, he often mused
about the life that had brought her here, as a partner in Podcity.
Maggie spoke first. “Last to go as always,” she mused.
Gilles responded with a slight shrug of his shoulders. “Convenient
walk home.” He pointed up unnecessarily as Maggie would know
he lived in pod 3 on the fourth level.
“Alone. Brooding in this booth…” Her voice trailed off.
“That a problem?” He asked sitting up from his slouched position
and wondered if he’d done something wrong.”
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“Not at all,” she replied with a warm laugh. “Just curious. Not my
business.” She leaned in and whispered jokingly, “It’s a bad habit
according to John.”
Gilles regarded her. This was the most they’d spoken since he’d
arrived to rent his habitat pod. Gilles found her pleasant enough.
Still, he preferred to keep to himself. He sensed Maggie was
preceptive. John, observant. And together, a good partnership.
Sometimes he wondered if they were romantically involved.
The silence had stood between them a moment before Gilles spoke.
“I’ll get out of your hair,” he said as he started to rise.
“You’re a neurojacker aren’t you?” It was half question, half state‐
ment. Gilles looked up in surprise then quickly masked his expres‐
sion. “Sorry,“ she continued. “If it’s a secret. I’ve not mentioned it
to anyone.”
Standing to his full height, Gilles assessed her more closely. He
knew she was intuitive yet he hadn’t expected this. Panic sparked
in his chest for a moment wondering if she had an ulterior motive.
“How…?”
Maggie looked around the space, confirming they were alone.
“Don’t worry, it’s nothing you did that gave it away. It’s the way
your hair lays at the base of your head.
Subconsciously, Gilles patted the hair at the nape of his neck.
Maggie blushed under his stare. “I uh… I’ve -- known a few.” She
tilted her head to the side, and a mischievous expression formed.
Gilles relaxed a bit. She didn’t seem to mean him any harm. Which
was a good thing, he liked it here and wanted to stay. “I used to be,
yes.” He stared down at the table, seeing a different time and place.
“Lifetime ago. Unhooked for years.” He looked to see her staring at
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him intently as if trying to peer into his soul. “Long stupid story. It’s
passed now.”
From behind her back, Maggie produced a bottle of the pub’s best
Scotch and two glasses. “Sounds interesting.” She sat the items on
the table. “You’re free to tell me to mind my own business.”
A chuckle rose in the back of Gilles’ throat. No one had cared
enough to ask him much of anything. Or bother to see if cracking
his hard veneer was worth the bother. To his surprise and bemuse‐
ment, he wanted to tell her. Wanted to exonerate his surly
demeanor with the cause. He motioned that she should sit and he
sat down after. His hands clasped in front of him on the table. He
stared passed Maggie. His eyes glazed over, as If in his mind, he’d
disappeared from this life, to relive another.
Maggie quietly poured them each a shot and carefully placed the
drinks down, as Gilles began his tale...

“Gilles,” I chided myself, “what the hell were you thinking?”
It was suicide, attempting to smuggle someone from Outsider Terri‐
tory in Leir. I wasn’t equipped for combat, and I'd activated my
ship’s quantum drive stabilizer a millisecond too late. Three combat
capable ships surrounded me in a triangular formation, their inter‐
diction snares scrambling my quantum drive like eggs in a skillet.
There was no way we were jumping away from this situation. I’d
engaged the damage control unit to reinforce the ship’s armor but it
wouldn’t last for long. They were slowly draining my ship’s capaci‐
tor. In a little while, we’d be sheep for the slaughter. We were alone
in this fight. The EMP drones I’d deployed in an attempt to
momentarily disable the ships when they first appeared, were
quickly destroyed.
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Adrenaline surged through me. My nervous system tingled,
groping for the cauterized neurojacker comm-ring embedded at the
base of my skull. However, it was dead - no active signals there. Yet
like an amputee, my body kept searching for the cybernetic connec‐
tion to a ship it had previously known. The base of my skull
burned. A blinding pain, like white lightning, ricocheted through
my cerebral cortex – phantom synapses firing. I swallowed down
bile.
I had the Constellation Phoenix locked as my primary target. My
hand hovered over the controls to start firing. I quickly pulled it
back. Could I clear a path? I thought better of it. My aged and sadly
maintained Star Runner couldn’t blast through or evade Bucca‐
neers. The good news was that they weren’t firing – not yet
anyway. It was probably better I didn’t ignite a shootout I wouldn’t
win. If they blew the ship to bits, Reya could survive another resur‐
rection. For me, it would be permanent lights out.
I spared a second to check her vitals on the remote control tablet
perched next to me on the dashboard. She was cocooned in a semifunctional transport capsule with a hacked hook up to a black
market AutoDoc. The sniper shot to her shoulder was healed, but
she was unaccountably weakened by the exertion of the escape.
The life support system on the capsule wasn’t operational. Gilles
had jerry-rigged those systems from the AutoDoc and into the
capsule. The voice comms and internal access control modules
were also busted. She was helplessly watching the events play out
on the interior camera view of the cockpit and watch was all she
could do.
She couldn’t verbally communicate with me, but her vitals said it
all. Her pupils were dilated. Her heart rate skyrocketing and rapid
breathing on the verge of hyperventilating. I knew the signs – she
was going into shock. I adjusted her oxygen flow and mixed in a
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safe sedative. There was no point in us both going out fully
conscious.
I was a former Special Forces Captain, in the UEE Navy and a
decorated neurojacker. I’d been honorably discharged under ques‐
tionable circumstances. Most things I’d touched since then had
turned to shit. I was ex on a lot of things. Including it seemed, good
judgment and common sense. There’d be no resurrection for me.
There could have been if I’d had a couple of billion UEC for a chopshop to switch out more of my organs for synthetic clones. Well, that
is, if the butcher didn’t kill me trying. Living low profile running
small data courier jobs in high-security areas barely kept the ship
moving and me fed. The cost of seeing a reputable cybernetic
specialist was out of the realm of possibility. My plan to fly under
the radar until I regained my societal bearings had failed miserably.
I stiffened when one of the Buccaneers scanned down my ship, the
wispy blue light rippled over the ship – once, twice. “Yes, I have
what you’re looking for,” I muttered to myself. “Keep your head,
man. Just keep it together.” I checked to see if I could recycle my
rather weak but better than nothing, shield booster. Not yet and
probably better if I saved the juice I had left, for the real action. I
took a deep breath and deactivated the damage control module for
the same reason.
Shit! I hadn’t earned enough money to do even moderate repairs on
this old circa fourth-hand piece of shit, I’d purchased off a ship
trader passing through Nyx, two years ago. Just getting the data
storage racks operational with back-ups and emergency power
supplies, had emptied my pockets and I’d been broke since. I
laughed at the irony of the situation. I’d balked at doing illegal data
jobs, and here I was trying to smuggle out a body. It was very likely,
I was going to die for my troubles.
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I’d survived multiple assassination attempts. Never had more than
superficial wounds during fifteen years of decorated service. Now I
was going to kick it in this bucket. I was suddenly aware that other
than Reya, no one would miss my existence. And I wasn’t entirely
sure she’d miss me either. In our current predicament, I felt more
like a sucker than her lover. She’d sworn we could get away easy –
quietly and without a fuss. She’d been horribly wrong, and I’d been
naive for the first time in my life, wanting to believe in a happy
ending.
Short on credits and trying to pay an overdue loan is how I met her.
I was doing a contract gig on Mya, in Leir. Galaxian, a new night‐
club the size of a small starbase, had become all the rage. It was
bankrolled by the Outsiders, the militant regime that had run the
UEE out of the system. Now led with a modernist view, designed
to attract young reformists, they spared no expense in offering their
citizens diversions.
I was stand-in security, having been recommended by a friend.
Someone who hoped the work would help me pay him what I
owed. He told them I did good work and was no friend of the UEE
military. The security manager appraised my six-foot-four athletic
build, muscular hands, war-ravaged face, and handed me a stan‐
dard issue security kit without a single question.
I equipped the items as his sidekick wasted his time explaining
them – infrared contacts, a voice-activated stun glove, and nostril
inserted air purifiers.
“In case of extreme emergency,” his slushy voice instructed, as he
dangled a vial in front of my face. “And it had better be an emer‐
gency,” he warned. The vial contained vaporized 3-Quinuclidinyl
Benzilate. A military grade incapacitation agent, it was positively
lethal in its ability to debilitate a target. On the streets, it was called
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Red Alice because of the blood red vial, red vapor, and red warning
label with strange flowery lettering.
That night, the club was hosting a celebration for its premier client,
Silas Takin, reportedly a high ranking member of the Outsiders.
They expected a huge crowd but no trouble in particular - nothing
outside of the usual intoxicated behavior. All in all, it should be a
routine night I was told. The payout was shit yet better than noth‐
ing. After a quick briefing that included all members of security on
duty that evening, I was escorted to my primary station and given
final instructions.
The interior of the club was cavernous, blue and white lights
pulsed with the beat of the music. Around the sides were two tiers
of VIP seating with guards controlling access to the spiral stairs. In
the middle was the largest dance floor in Leir. Five levels fanned
out like flower petals, each circular petal surrounded by thin chest
high safety railings.
I was standing outside the upper deck VIP booth when a woman
sauntered in with a group of high rollers. The sea of patrons parted
as this particular party made their way to the stairs. From the
commotion, I could tell the premiere guests had arrived. The club
manager ran down to greet them; fawning and fussing like a syco‐
phantic idiot. He bowed and shook his head so many times, he
reminded me of a bobble-head doll.
There was only one woman in their crew. She was tall and stat‐
uesque. I didn’t know it at the time, but I’d learn before the night
was over, that her name was Reya. Her body was banging in a black
leather jumpsuit that had the back scooped out dangerously low.
Her bare arms were lean and muscled. Her dark olive skin shim‐
mered like she’d dusted it with gold. Her platinum blonde hair was
cut into an extreme Mohawk with a wide strip of hair down the
back that brushed her waist as she moved.
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When the group turned in my direction to take the stairs up to the
VIP area I was guarding, I wasn’t prepared for her wide lavender
eyes, intelligent and piercing. Nor her full lips and the quizzical
slant to her eyebrows. Her eyes sucked the wind out of me. But her
smile, as it came slow and knowing, stopped my heart and she knew
it. She must have seen the look I had on my face thousands of times,
yet it still seemed to amuse her. She smiled a bit wider, and I
stopped breathing altogether.
As her entourage brushed by me, she held my gaze and fell behind
a couple of steps. Silas, clearly her partner, yanked her forward to
his side. They were seated in the most exclusive section of the VIP
deck with a private restroom, bar, and buffet. I lost sight of her as a
crowd of adoring fans circled their table. Shortly after, I was called
downstairs to assist at the door.
The night progressed slowly. Nothing of consequence happened in
an Outsider installation. It was widely known they stacked armed
security at least five deep in every area. It was an easy gig, hence
the crappy pay. I occasionally popped out one of my nostril puri‐
fiers to inhale the legal intoxicants pumped into the air. I was told it
was a unique house mixture that induced euphoria. As it wore off,
it made you hungry, thirsty and horny, all of which could be sati‐
ated at the club for a price.
I was feeling no pain, as I manned the scanner, the patrons walked
through to enter the club. There was no shortage of attractive
human peacocks preening the multi-leveled dance floor. By the
third unplugging of my nostril, I’d forgotten about the hottie in a
leather jumpsuit with the mesmerizing eyes. That was until Kylon,
a sallow-faced waiter, approached me with trembling hands. I
thought he was going to spill his tray of drinks all over my boots. I
wasn’t sure why he’d sidled in so close to me. I was just about to
back him up when he spoke. He kept looking over his shoulder and
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trying to whisper in a room full of screaming dancers and booming
music.
“Asshole,” I thought to myself. I couldn’t hear a word the idiot was
saying. He had the nerve to look at me agitated. I was about to turn
away when he grabbed my forearm. “What the? Was this idiot
looking to get knocked out?” I did him a favor and turned away
again. However, he was a persistent little cock. He scrambled back
in front of me, waving a piece of paper in his fist which he thrust in
my direction.
“You do not want to mess with this,” he said, shoving the crumpled
note into my chest. He crooked his head up toward the premiere
VIP section.
I followed his gaze. Reya was standing at the railing, the woman
with the eyes, looking dead at us. Her eyes locked on mine and she
smiled. Her body was gyrating ever so slightly to the music that was
playing. Without looking down, I took the paper being ground into
my chest. When I did, she moved away from the railing and disap‐
peared into the crush.
Kylon regained my attention. His voice quivered. “Silas is not
letting that go no matter how much she wants it.” Although the
club was ice cold, Kylon’s forehead was sweating profusely. “I
never gave you this,” he said. “If it comes to it, I don’t fucking know
you.”
I smiled. “Relax kid, you don’t know me.” I absentmindedly shoved
the note in my pants pocket. ”I’ll toss it somewhere safe later. I got
nothing going on for someone like that.”
He looked me up and down, his eyes emphatically agreeing.
“And I don’t need the trouble.”
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Kylon’s shoulders relaxed before he turned to walk away. In the
end, I didn’t take Kylon’s advice or heed the alarm bells blaring in
my head.

The blue LED of my communication module flashed. I flipped the
switch to accept the incoming message. Silas’ face appeared. He
was seated in the co-pilot’s chair. I could tell by his surroundings,
that he was aboard the Constellation Phoenix.
“This is all very unfortunate business, Gilles.” His tone was calm
and unhurried. “I was expecting – hoping for better from you.”
Stay cool I told myself. Stall for time to think. “Sorry to disappoint nothing personal.”
“Stealing from me is personal,” he retorted.
“Freeing,” I said emphasizing the word, “isn’t the same as stealing.”
Silas smiled. “Eh, I’m willing to give you the benefit of the doubt
that that’s what you believe…” He paused and leaned forward into
the console, his face filling the screen on my end. “If you return her
to me right now we can end this without violence.” He leaned back
and crossed his legs. “The scanner identified an active transport
capsule. Jettison her out. We’ll scoop her up and be on our way.”
I had to laugh. I wasn’t that stupid. “Just like that?” I asked.
“There is the small price of being banned from Leir or any other
region that falls under our control or jurisdiction, now and in the
future. I’d probably avoid Nyx and Cathcart too. I have many
friends there.” He became speculative. “I really did expect more
and had greater plans for – someone with your -” he groped for a
word, “background. You could have been an asset.”
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“My loss I’m sure.” I surreptitiously checked my gauges. The ship
was still snared by quantum jamming devices, while the capacitor
was holding at sixty percent. I sounded calm, even though my mind
was cycling all the angles looking for a way out.
Pride in his voice he said, “I move slowly. Time is the test, you see. I
give contestants enough time to reveal their truest self before
handing out keys to my inner circle.” He laughed, “You clearly
failed. Don’t take it too hard. You’re not the first to succumb to her.”
Not the first - that punched me in the gut harder than I would have
expected.
Silas was suddenly amused by the circumstance. “You’re definitely
the one with the highest pedigree to fall at her hands - neurojack‐
er.” He prolonged the last word.
Bitterness twisted at the corners of my mouth. “I’m not a jacker any
more, as I’m sure you know.”
His pondering demeanor vanished. “Yes, I do know. I was willing
to fix that little problem for you. Possibly provide a medically
extended life but… You screwed that up so let’s dispense with the
bullshit!” He sat up, all pretense gone. “I’m patient to a point.
Hand over Reya and get out of my sight.”
I didn’t believe I’d live two minutes after jettisoning Reya out of my
ship. Once she was secured, I’d be blown to bits. As for her, I wasn’t
sure she’d escape unscathed. Yet she didn’t seem any worse for
having done this before if what Silas said was true.
Desperate to stall for time or concoct a way out, a plan formed in
my mind. If I could pull this off, we might have a chance of
escaping completely. Or if I could drag this encounter out long
enough, for a UEE security patrol to pass through that might
provide a diversion. The UEE no longer actively controlled Leir
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but they secured both sides of its jump points, to ensure safe
passage was being allowed.
I didn’t have anything to lose, so I gave it a shot. “I can’t jettison her
out. The unit is only partially functional.” Moving as little as possi‐
ble, I groped in the compartments under my dash, looking for a
weapon. I came up empty. “She’d die within minutes,” I lied.
While Silas’ face remained impassive, a slight tone of agitation
sounded in his voice. “Suit her up and send her out.”
“Can’t do that either.” I saw his jaw muscles tighten. Mockingly I
continued, “Surprisingly, she went into shock when your ships
showed up and snared us. I had to mix a sedative in her oxygen to
calm her down.”
That brought Silas out of his chair. “You drugged her? Sonofabitch!
Do you even know what the hell you’re doing?”
I heard his pilot for the first time, “He’s lying – just stalling…”
I replied to the anonymous voice. “Prove it.”
Silas whirled on his pilot, “Shut up!”
Stalemate. Now everything depended on how badly Silas wanted
Reya back unharmed. He apparently wanted her back for reasons
that were still unknown to me. At what cost did he want her back,
was the real question. What was he willing to risk?
I pressed my advantage. “I don’t know why you want a woman who
clearly doesn’t want you.” I let the statement hang in the air before
continuing, “If as you’ve said, she’s done this before.” Narrowed
eyes glared at me through the comm module. “At this point, I don’t
care why. I just want to get out alive.”
“A man in my position must collect debts owed. Not to do so is
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dangerous.” He leaned in, and his smile was lethal. “It would send
the wrong message. She owes me her life on a debt.” His wicked
sense of humor returned. “It’s business ole boy, not personal.”
She owed him her life. That was news to me that I didn’t let show.
“Tell you what, I’ll extend a Topside Docking Hatch. You come
across and get her – alone. I assume you’re equipped with a TDH
passage tube.”
The unseen pilot spoke up again. “Fuck that boss! Blow him and
that cunt to dust and be done with it.”
Silas’ agitation unloaded. His sizeable form sprung from the chair,
disappearing from the monitor. I heard the impact of a solidly deliv‐
ered punch and the sound of crunching bone. Probably a broken
nose if I had to guess.
Silas returned into my field of view. Still addressing his pilot, he
roared, “I already told you to shut the fuck up.”
I seized the opportunity. “See, that’s what I’m talking about.” I
gestured toward the off-screen pilot. “I don’t trust your henchies. I
met a few. A little volatile for my tastes. Probably just giving her to
you isn’t going to be the best bet for me.”
“Don’t take me for a fool,” he warned, “people die that way.”
“Let’s keep it simple. You come on board. See that she’s fine. Your
men escort my ship to the closest utility station outside of Leir, and
I disappear. The girl and the ship are yours.”
“We can escort you there without me coming on board,” he
countered.
“True, but what would stop me from taking off with Reya once
we’re out of your control bubble?” I asked. “Maybe you can shoot
me down before authorities arrive. Maybe not. Either would cause
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a ruckus and draw attention. And as it happens, I’m not overly
inclined to interact with UEE security myself.” I shrugged.
“Looking for a win-win.”
Silas’ suspicions were raised. “You’re correct in assessing my arm
doesn’t reach that far - yet.” His distrust showing he asked, “Why
warn me of that?”
“You’re not stupid, and I want out alive.” I forced my voice to adopt
a non-committal tone. “It’s your choice. You come over unarmed –
I’ll scan you, and one-on-one we can jump to the closest secured
station.”
I waited for a response. Silas said nothing. His eyes burrowed into
me. This was my best chance to get out of this alive. I needed to get
him across, overpower him and keep him as a temporary hostage for
safe conduct out of here – with Reya. I’m sure he was aware of that
possibility. It was a long shot, but that didn’t matter. I was dead
unless I tried something.
“There’s no reason to trust a thief,” he interjected into the growing
silence.
“As it stands, I’m a dead man.” He didn’t refute my words, so I
nodded. “That being the case, I’ll self-destruct the ship and take the
temptress with me. I’ve nothing to lose.” Let’s see how he takes that
missile across the bow. No reaction from Silas. “On the other hand,
you could blow us to dust as your pilot suggested or stalemate until
my ship runs out of oxygen.” For dramatic effect, I made a show of
checking my gauges. “Six hours, eight minutes and fifteen seconds
from now.” I relaxed back into my chair. “Either way, dead is dead.
I can only die once.” I was gambling solely with her life. It was all I
had of value to offer.
For the first time since our attempt at a secret escape from Silas’
lair, I unstrapped myself from the pilot’s chair and stood up. “You
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let me know how you want to handle this from here.” I shook out
my legs. “I’m going to check on Reya.”
My heart thundered in my chest. I did my best to assume a confi‐
dent walk to the ship’s rear - out of range for the comm module’s
camera. When I was clear, I took a steadying breath. My hands
shook. I balled them into fists and released them over and over,
trying to calm myself.
I’d rolled the dice using her life, and I wasn't sure I had the right.
What other choice did I have other than sacrificing myself? I hadn’t
known Reya long, and even though feelings of the four letter word
hovered, my self-preservation instinct was strong. I assured my
conscience, this was the best I could do for both of us.
I hurried down the narrow passageway, kicking fallen crates and
equipment out of my way as I went. I jumped down the small steps
leading to the cargo bay and rushed to the transport capsule. The
capsule hovered in the center of the room utilizing magnetic repul‐
sion to float above the cargo plates embedded in the flooring. Soft
white lights came on inside the capsule, as I approached. Through
its observation panel, I could see Reya. She was in the form-fitting
undersuit, curled into a loose fetal position. I walked to the
attached AutoDoc console and meticulously checked at all her
vitals. She was fine – sleeping peacefully. I tapped a button to stop
the sedative being mixed into her oxygen supply. I leaned over the
glass panel for a closer look.
Reya rested on the gelfoam interior. The surface had oblong silver
colored sensors with trailing circuitry embedded in the foam. The
wires zigzagged across the surface like a hieroglyphic mural.
Pinprick sized lights blinked at regular intervals casting tiny polka
dots on her olive skin. Part of her attempt at a disguise, her head
was shaved entirely, revealing a tattoo of the Asian symbol for free‐
dom. “Cross your fingers,” I whispered against the glass.
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I’d given Silas enough time to stew on my insane proposal. I raced
back up to the flight deck. On the way, I rifled through the supplies
stowed in the side compartments for any kind of weapon. At Reya’s
insistence, there were no “real” weapons on board. If we got
stopped by authorities for any reason, she didn’t want me hauled off
for violating the terms of my military discharge. The best I could
find was a small titanium pipe that fit into the palm of my hand.
“You’ll have to do,” I said, concealing it in my palm.
When I got back on deck, Silas was stepping into a flight suit. I
stood by the comm but didn’t bother to sit. “That’s not necessary…”
He cut me off. “In case there’s an accident.” Warning in his tone he
added, “If there is, my men will open fire immediately. Then the
three of us can finish this in hell.”
“Sure – just drop the suit once you’re safely sealed in the TDH bay
so I know you’re not coming across with anything.”
We were both acting overly gracious which spelled - TROUBLE.
“Certainly,” he replied.
I reached across the pilot’s command console and initiated the
TDH. I heard the instruments whir into motion as I walked briskly
to the mid-deck.
Over my shoulder, I yelled, “Meet you there.”
When I entered the midship area, the TDH chamber was almost
finished adjusting its internal compression. The LED on the
circular traversal tube began flashing… 85% complete… 90%
complete… 100% complete.
The audio confirmation rang out in a flat digitized female voice.
“Topside Dock Hatch ready for deployment.”
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I fat-fingered entering the correct launch authorization code into
the side panel.
“Invalid authorization code,” was the computer’s reply.
I punched in the code again.
“Topside Dock Hatch launching in… 5… 4… 3… 2… 1.”
The clear container rose slowly from the floor and up through the
tube that connected it to the ceiling. I heard the gears lock into
place when it reached the outside, followed by suctioning noises as
the ship carrying Silas, hooked on a flexible passage tube. Several
more seconds passed.
The TDH LED glowed red and announced, “Warning, Topside
Dock Hatch accepting passenger…” There was a loud thud, like
someone falling forward into the chamber. “Warning, Topside
Dock Hatch accepting passenger...” I heard the TDH reseal itself.
When the LED went steady green, I moved back.
Silas was stepping out of the flight suit as the chamber lowered
back down. We watched each other warily. I stood still, my hands
at my sides in a false relaxed stance. Silas was a couple of inches
taller than me. I was bulky. He was lean and agile. All I needed was
to connect my fist concealing the pipe with his head, and I’d be in
the pilot’s seat on this escapade.
“Turn around,” I yelled loud enough for him to hear through the
chamber. He obliged, doing so with his hands raised over his
head.
“Now you,” he shouted back when he was done.
I did the same. My large hands facing upward and lightly cupped,
successfully concealed the rod. “Okay?” I asked. He nodded his
reply. He moved to the back of the chamber as I approached to
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open the door. I quickly tapped in the security code in to open the
compartment.
The computer stated the obvious, “Topside Dock Hatch releasing
passenger.” There was a popping sound as the door slid open. Silas
cautiously stepped out. I backed away from the unit, opting to leave
it open versus staying in range, to reseal it.
Silas surveyed the interior of the compartment while keeping an
eye on me. New eyes would see the scarred and dented walls,
panels missing off several non-operational modules and debris –
wires, discarded micro-panels, and power cells littered the floor.
I sized him up while formulating a plan of attack. He was going to
fight back and probably decent at it given his reputation and
temperament. I didn’t want to jump the gun at the wrong time.
“Nice,” was all he said after giving the interior a once over. We both
knew that nice meant, “What a shithole you’ve got here.” He didn’t
waste time after that. “I want to see Reya.”
“Sure. She’s in the cargo bay.” I pointed to the rear of the ship.
“After you,” he said waving me forward. “You’ve the advantage. It's
your ship. Places to hide weapons and spring an attack. You’ll have
to indulge me in not wanting to be jumped from behind.”
I made like it didn’t matter to me who went first and headed toward
the stairs. I walked the short distance in the corridor, slightly turned
in Silas' direction the whole way. When we entered the cargo bay
with Reya, I moved to stand against the far wall.
I watched him check her vitals carefully. I squirmed when he
adjusted two of the settings. He held his hand up for me to be silent
or stay where I was, I didn’t know which. I wasn’t ready to attack,
and there was no sane reason for him to risk his safety coming on
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board if all he wanted was to hurt her. He could have done that
from the safety of his ship.
He kept an eye on me as he walked around to the front of the
capsule. “Did you know that she only has one lung?” He could tell
by my reaction that I didn’t. “She suffers from a rare clotting
disease.” He peered into the capsule window then quickly brought
his eyes back to me. “We’ve tried a couple of artificial ones, for
some reason, they don’t take. Humidity and heat are her friends.”
His hands brushed over the top of the capsule in a caressing
motion. He backed himself against the wall of the room on that
side. I instantly realized I’d already made a mistake. Earlier, I’d put
Reya’s safety in between us to hold him off, now he was returning
the favor. Touché. His body went rigid. Damn, he was about to
spring something.
I tried to defuse the situation. “She’s safe as you can see. Let’s head
back and get this going.” I could see he wasn’t buying. Regardless, I
kept selling. “In a few, we can be through a jump point, and I’ll be
on my way.”
“Really?” His body language suggested we weren’t going anywhere.
“This was a dangerous game you played – and at my expense.”
Playtime seemed to be over. I braced myself and leaned into an
attack stance. My voice dripped acid. “Game – is that what her life
is to you?”
He ignored my statement, continuing down his own line of
thought. “She’s never made it out of my station before,” he said, “let
alone onto a ship and out of the region. That’s a disastrous prece‐
dent that has to end here.”
It was on. Panther tracking panther, we circled each other, the
capsule in the middle. I gripped the pipe until the whites of my
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knuckles were showing. It didn’t matter if he noticed at this point,
he’d come in with a plan of his own.
“Must be my pedigree,” I sneered. “Looks like I exceeded your
expectations after all.” My combat training kicked in, in a split
second I assessed the situation – his position, the proximity of the
capsule and all viable directions of attack. It was time to strike.
The world slipped into slow motion. I crouched low, inhaled then
lunged diagonally across the capsule, aiming for his throat. Like a
displaced egg, the capsule wobbled as my knees brushed over the
top. He jerked to the side, avoiding the full force of my attack. I
clipped the left side of his chest. He hit the wall behind him,
momentarily losing his footing. He swung a wild right as he strug‐
gled to steady himself. When he did, he started punching left -right -- left.
I raised my forearm to block the rain of blows he attempted to
deliver. From my crouched position I saw an opening. I punched
up into his chest. I felt one of his ribs crack. His breath left him in a
rush. He staggered backward. In one fluid motion, I bolted upright
and advanced. The titanium pipe clenched in my fist. I cocked my
right hand back ready to make a dent in this fucker’s head.
Silas scuttled sideways then quickly rolled under the capsule to the
other side of the room. The capsule rocked between us. He favored
his left side and was panting.
“Not as out of practice as I’d hoped,” he said through clenched
teeth. “This isn’t going to end well for you now.”
We were both shuffling side to side, trying to gain the upper hand
on the next strike.
“Was it ever going to?”
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“Might have,” he gestured toward the capsule. “I have a reverence
for fallen angels. When the righteous come face to face with their
gods and realize it was all lies. You and the military. A decorated
hero cast out… Reya, a former operative.”
That statement rocked me back on my heels. “Former operative?” I
whispered.
His mocking smile taunted me. “You barely know her.”
I prepared to lunge at him again when he yanked at a gold chain
hanging around his neck. I stopped short. From the chain hung a
blood red vial with a red label and flowery print. It swung like a
pendulum as he held it high. Our eyes locked. FUCK – for the first
time I noticed air purifiers jammed up his nostrils.
He read acknowledgment in my eyes and smiled. “Time to die,” he
sneered.
Fueled by desperation, I rushed forward, slinging the capsule out of
the way with my left hand. It careened around the room bumping
into crates and hitting the side walls. The compartment echoed the
collisions like war drums. The life support and monitor chords teth‐
ering the capsule to the AutoDoc snapped. Fluid sprayed wildly
around the cargo bay while a litany of alarms rang out from the
medic console. I dropped the pipe and grabbed Silas’ wrist – the
one holding the vile. My other hand had him by the throat, trying
to restrict his movement.
Events shifted into fast forward. Silas alternately punched me in
the head and hammered at the bend in my arm, trying to break my
hold on his throat. With only one hand, I couldn’t exert enough
force to choke the life out of him, but his face was turning beet red.
I locked my eyes on the vile. Nothing else in the room mattered.
“Hold on no matter what,” I told myself.
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Thumping sounds started echoing from within the transport
capsule. Reya was awake inside, trying to get out. She screamed my
name and pounded frantically. “Gilles! Gilles – I can’t get out.”
Precious seconds ticked by while Silas and I struggled in our death
grip. He successfully avoided my attempted knee to the groin.
When I’d leaned forward to put weight behind the attack, Silas
grabbed a chunk of my hair. Quick as lightning he yanked my head
backward, thrust his arm under mine and wrapped his free hand
around my throat. We were locked hand-to-hand and throat to
throat.
Reya cycled between screaming and coughing – banging with all
the energy she had, trying to escape her coffin. Silas and I bumped
around the room thrusting each other against every solid surface.
As each tried to gain leverage over the other, hitting the capsule
was unavoidable, it continued to bang violently around the room.
On one collision, the rotation ended facing forward. Reya’s face
was momentarily visible in the window. Her eyes were wide with
terror. We bumped it again, and it spun in the opposite direction.
A ragged plea echoed from the capsule, “Please… help. I… can’t…
brea—.”
More seconds passed while Silas and I wrestled. I had him pinned
against the wall again. Reya went silent. I looked into Silas’ face,
intent on finding a way to choke this son-of-bitch to death with one
hand. There was a look of madness in his eyes.
“You… did this,” he growled.
A new terror ripped through me. I wrenched my head and looked
at the silent capsule. When I did, Silas swung us around in an arc.
His hand holding the vile was pointed toward the closest wall. He
leaned in that direction. Off balance, our collective weight sent us
careening toward his goal. The vial crashed into the wall, wedged
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between it and his hand. Bloody fragments broke away and fell.
Red vapor exploded into the air. Neither of us released their grip
on the other’s throat. Even so, we both knew who was going to win.
In a few seconds, I’d be incapacitated and sometime after, dead by
his hand – if I was lucky.
My head swam, the room started to rotate. I kept the pressure on
his throat. I tried to grab hold with my other hand but couldn’t
manage the effort to raise my arm. My grip slackened. My knees
buckled. Against my will, my hands opened. Silas stepped out of
my reach. A blunt kick to my chest toppled me over. The floor
rushed toward the side of my face. It hit the floor with a resounding
crack. In a haze, I saw Silas rush to the capsule.
He banged at the controls to open the pod. “Reya! Hang on – here,
I’m here love.”
My eyelids turned into bricks supported by toothpicks. I willed
them to stay open with all the energy I had left. The lid on the
capsule popped up. Silas wrenched it the rest of the way open. He
stooped low into the capsule. I heard snapping sounds as he tore off
the remaining monitors attached to her body. He rummaged lower,
and when he came up, Reya’s torso was supported in his embrace.
I watched through slitted eyes as he reached into his pants pocket
and inserted what he’d retrieved, into Reya’s nose. He slapped her
on both the sides of her face. His hand left blood stains on her
cheeks. “Wake up,” he shouted. She didn’t move. He put an ear to
her lips.
I croaked a question too low to be heard, “Alive?”
Silas lifted her motionless form. Cradling her like a child, he
stepped past me. I couldn’t move my head. I strained my eyes to
watch his departure. As he angled sideways to navigate out the
door, one of Reya’s arms fell limply at her side. Her arm, slight and
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still; her wrist fragile and slack; her hand – a finger twitched once…
twice. My face was numb while my heart rejoiced. My head
throbbed as if on the verge of imploding. Time to sleep my body
crooned. I begged it to wait – wait until she was out of sight, but I
was falling, dropping like a boulder into darkness.

Gilles looked up at Maggie. He immediately schooled the tortured
look on his face. He blinked and exhaled. Returning to today. Two
years and three months since he’d last seen Reya. He used to know
down to the minute, but he’d stopped that bit of madness.
Maggie's voice came as a whisper. “You’re alive,” was said as a state‐
ment of something to be thankful for.
“It would seem,” came Gilles’ reply. The dim lighting of the pub,
the solemnity of his voice, and silence that echoed around them
cast a funeral-like pall. “When I came to, I stumbled to the cockpit.
Nothing had been damaged. I found a recorded message on the
comm module. Silas had decided to keep me alive as leverage. For
all of his purported disdain, he must have sensed that I meant
something to her. He already knew how I felt.” Gilles noticed the
shot glass in front of him and downed it. “If I stayed away she was
fine. If she stayed, I was fine. We were each other’s hostage.”
“Shit. That’s wicked.” Maggie who’d been on the edge of her seat
slid back and leaned into the booth.” She exhaled. “Thanks for
sharing that. Explains a lot.”
“Does it?” His voice was flat.
Maggie’s voice was warm with compassion. “You don’t live here.”
She waved her hand around the room. “You’re still back on that
ship.” Her smile vanished. She looked away, before continuing. “I
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know a thing or two about being trapped and choosing freedom. At
all cost.”
Gilles watched Maggie. He was perplexed by her revelation. He’d
assumed her life hadn’t been perfect or she wouldn’t have ended up
out here on the ass end of Terra. Sure, it was much better than
other systems. Still - her skills and looks... Life should have netted a
bit more. “So,” he thought to himself, “she has a mystery - likely a
secret too.”
The silence between them lingered until Maggie righted the mood.
“Butterfly choices…” Her smile returned - albeit somewhat
diminished.
“What’s that?” Gilles asked.
“Never know how far a single step will ripple,” Maggie replied.
At that moment he decided he preferred the happy Maggie. The
businesswoman he assumed had no cares. That image was cracked
and he realized, she was probably right. Maybe that was never her.
Just the one-dimensional image he saw through his preoccupied
haze. He met her eyes, he needed to discern if this was a problem.
She looked at him as she always had. Kind and curious but there
was a bit of sadness in her eyes. “We’re good?” He asked.
“No reason not to be. I don’t gossip. You can trust me.” She hesi‐
tated then continued.” If you're okay with it, I'd like to tell John.”
She put her hand up. “Just enough. He and I don’t keep secrets.
John should know just in case trouble arrives - for whatever
reason.”
After a moment’s reflection, Gilles agreed. “I guess that’s fair.”
“Ever consider doing security again?”
“Nah. Like it here and staying local.”
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“Good to hear. I meant for us. Podcity. We like hiring staff with
multiple skills.” In a slightly apologetic tone, she said, “keeps over‐
head down.”
Gilles smiled. “Makes sense.”
“ We’re looking to take on a couple more. Maybe the three of us
should chat. If you have any interest.”
The offer caught Gilles off guard, and it showed. “Uhm -- Yea, sure.
Why not?" He brushed a hand through his hair. "Can’t hurt to
consider.”
“Cool. I’ll speak to John.” She rose, taking the two glasses and the
bottle of scotch with her. “Time to shut the doors.”
Gilles got up, stretched and sidestepped out of the booth. “Yep.
Thanks for the drink.” He headed for the door. Over his shoulder,
he said, “See ya tomorrow.”
THE END

NEXT EPISODE: The Neurojacker is Awakened

You can learn about John and Maggie’s life before Terra in
Nightbus Fiction Collective Volume 1. The Exterminator intro‐
duces John James. Maggie Schlotz Origin story tells about her life
as a paramour prior to escaping to Stanton. You can find the
Nightbus Fiction Collective Volume 1 on my SoundCloud
Channel.

CHAPTER 12
RELATED LINKS

I

f you’re new to Aly’s World content here are some useful links
you may enjoy.
Alysianah’s World of Star Citizen
Aly’s Starmap Matrix
Searchable List of known star systems updated daily from
official Ark Starmap
Audio only content on SoundCloud
Video content on YouTube
Follow me on Twitter

